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Important Instructions to Candidates for Marathi and English Typing Skill Test

Exam Typing
Passage 

Exam Structure Exam Duration 

Marathi Typing 300 Words Keyboard Test (5 mins) + Break (5 mins) + Mock 
(5 mins) + Break (2 mins) + Marathi Typing (10 mins)/

(15 Mins for Divyang Candidates) 

27 mins 
 (For Divyang

Candidate 32 Mins)

English Typing 400 Words Keyboard Test (5 mins) + Break (5 mins) + Mock 
(5 mins) + Break (2 mins) + English Typing (10 mins)/

(15 Mins for Divyang Candidates) 

27 min 
 (For Divyang

Candidate 32 Mins)

1.  Please  read  the  following  instructions  carefully  to  avoid  any  time
loss/disqualification.

1.1 After reading Instructions, accept the declaration and click on "I'm ready to begin"
1.2  Keyboard  layout  for  Marathi  Typing  will  be  Remigton  Marathi.  And  for  English
Typing  English (US). Which is QWERTY keyboard layout.
1.3 Once actual test starts, type the highlighted word as shown in the paragraph. Green
Colour indicates correct typed words and Red Colour indicates wrong typed words
1.4  The  typed  text  can  be  edited at  any  point  of  time till  the completion  of  exam.
Candidates can use Backspace key to correct any incorrect word and arrow keys can
be used to reach out to any word within the typed text.
1.5 Submit button will only be enabled after 10 Mins (For eligible Divyang candidates
15 Mins). If not submitted, your actual typing assessment will be auto submitted after
allotted 10 minutes (For eligible Divyang candidates 15 Mins).
1.6 In case of any of the following error, please be patient and contact to the invigilator 
         a. Keyboard error
         b. Machine auto lock 
         c. Power disruption
         d. Forced session time-out
1.7 Do not worry, in case of above technical failure, you would be allowed for re login
and complete assessment time will be provided for test evaluation. 
1.8 Any malicious activity or unfair means used in the test will lead to dis-qualification
from the test.

2.    After the submission of the test following errors are treated as mistakes:- 
2.1 For every omission of word. 
2.2 For every substitution of a wrong word. 
2.3 For every addition of a word not found in the passage. 
2.4 For every spelling error committed by way of repetition, or addition or transposition
or omission or substitution of a letter/letters, e.g.: the word ‘spelling’ typed as ‘Speleeng’
etc. 
2.5 Wrong Capitalisation: Wrong use of capital letter for small letter and vice-versa. (For
english Typing only)
2.6 One Mistake = One Error 

3.  Do’s 
3.1  Before  actual  test,  take  Mock  test  to  ensure  familiarity  with  handling  the
computer/keyboard etc.  
3.2 Type the word highlighted in given text, as that will be considered for evaluation.



4. Don’ts
4.1 Don’t use any other key or key combination apart from those that is required to
type the given text. 
4.2 Don’t enter any special character/symbol other than mentioned in the provided
text.  (This could skip words,  leads to typing error,  could be evaluated as typing
mistake). 
4.3 Don’t toggle between language and keyboard inputs for any reason. 
4.4  Don’t  press  back  space  or  any  other  key  once  the  test  is  submitted  and
summary is displayed.

 Date- 29 March, 2023            Joint Secretary,
         Vigilance, Policy and Research,

                                      Maharashtra Public Service Commission
     









Mock Link

Windows  7/8/10/11  with  32/64  Bit  OS

Marathi Typing Software

Software

Settings  >  Time  and

Language  >  Language  >  Spelling,  typing,  &  keyboard  settings  >  Advanced  keyboard  Setting  >
Switching input methods (then click on both boxes shown below) > Language bar options (then click on

Docked in the taskbar). askbar EN/ENG (Language bar) Hindi

Indic Input 3 Mock Link

Windows 10 with 64 Bit OS

Windows XP/7/8/11 with 32/64 Bit OS Settings .
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Important Instructions to Candidates for English Typing Skill Test

1.   Carefully  read  all  the  Do’s  and  Don’ts  and  follow  the  same  to  avoid  any  time
loss/disqualification.

1.1 After reading Instructions, accept the declaration and click on "I'm ready to begin"
1.2 Keyboard layout will be English (US). Which is QWERTY keyboard layout. 
1.3 English Typing Mock will start for 10 minutes before the start of Actual Test, to get familiar
handling the computer/keyboard etc. 
1.4 A break of 03 minutes will be provided after the mock and before starting the Actual Test. 
1.5 Once actual test starts, type the highlighted word as shown in the paragraph. 
1.6 The typed text can be edited at any point of time till the given text completes. 
1.7 Submit button will only be enable after 10 Minutes. If  not submitted, your actual typing
assessment will be auto submitted after allotted 10 minutes.
1.8 In case of any of the following error, please be patient and contact to the invigilator 
         a. Keyboard error 
         b. Machine auto lock 
         c. Power disruption 
        d. Forced session time-out 
1.9 Do not worry, in case of above technical failure, you would be allowed for re login and
complete assessment time will be provided for test evaluation. 
1.10 Any malicious activity or unfair means used in the test will lead to dis-qualification from
the test. 

2.   Calculation of Errors will be done after submission of the test
The following errors are treated as mistakes:- 

2.1 For every omission of word. 
2.2 For every substitution of a wrong word. 
2.3 For every addition of a word not found in the passage. 
2.4 For every spelling error committed by way of repetition,  or addition or transposition or
omission or substitution of a letter/letters, e.g.: the word ‘spelling’ typed as ‘seeplings’ etc. 
2.5 Wrong Capitalisation: Wrong use of capital letter for small letter and vice-versa. 
2.6 One Mistake = One Error 

3.  Do’s 
3.1  Before  actual  test,  take  Mock  test  to  ensure  familiarity  with  handling  the
computer/keyboard etc.  
3.2 Type the word highlighted in given text, as that only will be evaluated. 

4. Don’ts
4.1 Don’t use any other key or key combination apart from those that is required to type the
given text. 
4.2 Don’t  enter any special character/symbol other than mentioned in the provided text.
(This could skip words, leads to typing error, could be evaluated as typing mistake). 
4.3 Don’t toggle between language and keyboard inputs for any reason. 
4.4 Don’t press back space or any other key once the test is submitted and summary is
displayed. 



Important Instructions to Candidates for Marathi and English Typing Skill Test

Exam Typing
Passage 

Exam Structure Exam Duration 

Marathi Typing 300 Words Keyboard Test (5 mins) + Break (5 mins) + Mock 
(10 mins) + Break (2 mins) + Marathi Typing (10 mins)/(15

Mins for Divyang Candidates) 

32 mins 
 (For Divyang

Candidate 37 Mins)

English Typing 400 Words Keyboard Test (5 mins) + Break (5 mins) + Mock 
(10 mins) + Break (2 mins) + English Typing (10 mins)/(15

Mins for Divyang Candidates) 

32 mins
 (For Divyang

Candidate 37 Mins)

1. Please read the following instructions carefully to avoid any time loss/disqualification.

 1.1 After reading Instructions, accept the declaration and click on "I'm ready to begin"

1.2 Keyboard layout for Marathi Typing will be Remigton Marathi. And for English Typing
English (US). Which is QWERTY keyboard layout.

1.3 Note that in Marathi typing  candidates can use only 'K' key to complete the letter and not
Shift + A.

1.4 The typed text can be edited with the help of Backspace key to correct any incorrect word.
( Candidates can't use navigation key/arrow key)

1.5 Submit button will only be enabled after 10 Mins (For eligible Divyang candidates 15 Mins).
If not submitted, your actual typing assessment will be auto submitted after allotted 10 minutes
(For eligible Divyang candidates 15 Mins).

1.6 In case of any of the following error, please be patient and contact to the invigilator 

         a. Keyboard error

         b. Machine auto lock 

         c. Power disruption

         d. Forced session time-out

1.7 Do not worry, in case of above technical failure, you would be allowed for re login and
complete assessment time will be provided for test evaluation. 

1.8 Any malicious activity or unfair means used in the test will lead to dis-qualification
from the test.

1.9 If  there  is  no  technical  fault  in  the  keyboard,  no  candidate  will  get  keyboard
replacement.

1.10 Even if there is no technical fault in the keyboard and candidate insists to replace the
keyboard, the said act of the candidate will be considered as a hindrance/obstruction in the
examination and action will be taken as per the provisions of the General Instructions to
candidates available on website of MPSC.

1.11 Candidates should not use any unnecessary special keys while typing. 

1.12 Candidates themselves should ensure that Caps Lock and Scroll Lock keys are not ON

2.    After the submission of the test following errors are treated as Mistakes:- 

2.1 For every omission of word. 

2.2 For every substitution of a wrong word. 

2.3 For every addition of a word not found in the passage. 



2.4 For every spelling error  committed by way of  repetition or  addition or  transposition or
omission or substitution of a letter/letters, e.g.: the word ‘spelling’ typed as ‘Speleeng’ etc. 

2.5 Wrong Capitalisation: Wrong use of capital letter for small letter and vice-versa. (For english
Typing only)

2.6 One Mistake = One Error 

3.  Do’s 

 Before  actual  test,  take  Mock  test  to  ensure  familiarity  with  handling  the
computer/keyboard etc.  

4. Don’ts

4.1 Don’t use any other key or key combination apart from those that is required to type the
given text. 

4.2 Don’t  enter any special character/symbol other than mentioned in the provided text.
(This could skip words, leads to typing error, could be evaluated as typing mistake). 

4.3 Don’t toggle between language and keyboard inputs for any reason. 

4.4 Don’t press back space or any other key once the test is submitted and summary is
displayed.

 Date - 24 May, 2023                     Joint Secretary,
         Vigilance, Policy and Research,

                                      Maharashtra Public Service Commission
     








